Ready for
tomorrow’s
future
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DELIVER

CONNECT

DECIDE

NaviTrans Forwarding
Accelerated global changes, reduced trade activity, increasing complexity... Trying to move forward in the forwarding industry is a real struggle. At
NaviTrans, we have made it our mission to help you overcome the challenges you face. NaviTrans Forwarding is built for the industry, designed for logistic service
providers who want to be ready for tomorrow’s future.
With extensive and easy-to-use functions for sea freight, air freight and intermodal transport, NaviTrans Forwarding makes you the strongest link in the supply chain. It helps you connect your business, take smart decisions, deliver your customers the service they expect and grow without worries.
NaviTrans is being developped on Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central and is available on-premise or as a hosted solution. It consists of 3 main modules:
NaviTrans Transport, NaviTrans Forwarding and NaviTrans Warehousing. The three modules are designed to work independently; however, they also seamlessly
integrate.

“We like that the system is open and allows us to build a communication with our main
partners, both customers and vendors. At the same time the system is having strict

processes that allow us to optimise our operations and automate some of the steps,
making it much easier for our colleagues to work with and to save time.”
Svetlin Peshev, CEO, WTO, Bulgaria

NaviTrans Forwarding software is specially designed to turn the complex reality of forwarders
who manage sea freight, air freight and intermodal transport into easy-to-use processes. It has
flexible configuration possibilities in order to easily adapt the different flows that you need to
handle for different customers.
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300 Logistic customers
7000 Users in 30 countries
20 Years branch experience
100 % Industry focus

With NaviTrans Forwarding you can:
ff

Get direct access to all relevant information from the single digital file.
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Communicate easily with all logistic stakeholders.
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Drive your business with the flexible wotkflow.
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Manage customer relations and interactions from within
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Combine costs from different service providers and create quotes quickly.
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Acquire end-to-end control over revenue and cost from offer to invoice.
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Get a complete accounting and finance solution.
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Maximize your cash resources.
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Make your own reports and distribute them to stakeholders.
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Gain insight into your business activities and spot trends.
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Capitalize on your knowledge and attract new opportunities.
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Manage the exception with nonconformities
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Expand into international markets.

NaviTrans is developed on Dynamics 365 Business Central, the all-in-one business management solution (ERP) from Microsoft that is user
friendly and easy to implement. It is one of only few logistic industry solutions that has met Microsoft’s highest standards and has acquired
the “Certified for Microsoft Dynamics 365” label.
Become part of the growing community of top performing logistic companies that use NaviTrans to manage their business.
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